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Let G be a finite group and 6 a complex character of G. Define Irr(e) to be the 
set of all irreducible constituents of 6 and Irr(G) to be the set of all irreducible 
characters of G. The character-covering umber of a finite group G, ccn(G), is 
defined as the smallest positive integer m such that Irr(X”)=Irr(G) for all 
~eIrr(G)- {lo}. If no such positive integer exists we say that the character- 
covering-number of G is infinite. In this article we show that a finite nontrivial 
group G has a tinite character-covering-number if and only if G is simple and non- 
abelian and if G is a nonabelian simple group then ccn(G) < k2 - 3k + 4, where k is 
the number of conjugacy classes of G. Then we show (using the classification of the 
finite simple groups) that the only finite group with a character-covering-number 
equal to two is the smallest Janko’s group, J,. These results are analogous to 
results obtained previously concerning the covering of groups by powers of con- 
jugacy classes. Other related results are shown. 8 IY86 Academic Press, Inc. 
INTRODUCTION 
The covering number, en(G), of a group G is the smallest positive 
integer m, such that C” = G for all nonidentity conjugacy classes, C of G. 
If no such integer exists we say that the covering number is infinite. The
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notion of a covering umber was introduced in[ 1 J, where it is shown that 
a finite group has a finite covering umber if and only if it is a nonabelian 
simple group. Upper bounds on en(G), as well as other esults onen(G), 
are proved in [I, 2, 6, 151. The purpose of this article isto define an 
analogous covering number for irreducible characters of G and to present 
several results hat will show that there is some analogy between the 
covering properties ofconjugacy classes and the covering properties of
irreducible characters in finite groups. 
Let G be a finite group and let Irr(G) be the set of all irreducible com- 
plex characters of G. For any complex character 0 of G we set Irr(B) tobe 
the set of all irreducible constituents of 8. The character-covering-number, 
ccn(G), is defined tobe the smallest positive integer, m,such that Irr(X”) = 
Irr(G) for all xE Irr(G) - ( lG). If no such integer xists wesay that ccn(G) 
is infinite. 
An exact analog of Theorem 1.1 and Corollary 1.3 of [l] is shown first. 
THEOREM 1. A finite nontrivial group G has a finite character-covering- 
number if and only if G is anonabelian simple group. 
The next result isan upper bound for ccn(G). 
THEOREM 2. Let G be a nonabelian simple group with exactly k con- 
jugacy classes. Then: 
(a) ccn(G)<k2-3k+4. 
(b) If kis even then ccn( G) Q k2 - 4k + 6. 
(c) Zf G is real then ccn(G) d 2k - 2. 
The proof of Theorem 1, which can be found in Section I,uses the 
Burnside-Brauer theorem [ 13, p. 491. In the proof of Theorem 2 (which is 
presented inSection II) we use results concerning the primitivity ndex of 
primitive nonnegative matrices. 
Other results concerning products and powers of characters canbe found 
in Sections I and II. We mention here two of them. The first is: 
THEOREM 1.5. Let G be a finite nonabelian simple group and Irr(G) = 
1x1 7x2?-> xk}. Then Irr[(X1X2...Xk)‘] = Irr(G). 
The other result is a sharpened version of the above mentioned 
Burnside-Brauer theorem for nonlinear irreducible characters (see 
Proposition (1.1) in Section I). 
The smallest possible character-covering-number for a nontrivial group 
is two. Surprisingly we find that there exists a finite group G, with 
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ccn(G) = 2, namely, the smallest Janko group, J,, of order 175560. In fact, 
if xi, xi E Irr(J,) then 
WXiXj) = 
WG)- {loI if i#j 
Irr( G) if i =j: 
Exactly the same is true for cn(J,), namely, cn(J,) = 2 and for any con- 
jugacy classes Ci, Cj of J, we have that 
cicj= G
i 
G- (11 if i#j 
i=j ’ 
Moreover, we have an analog of Theorem 2.2 in [a]: 
THEOREM 3. If a finite group, G has a character-covering-number equal 
to 2 then GE J, . 
The proof of Theorem 3 (see Section III) uses the classification of fi ite 
simple groups. We get that J, is the only finite group, G, for which 
cn(G)=ccn(G) = 2. This is not true for larger covering numbers. For 
example, cn(PSL(3,2)) = 3 but ccn(PSL(3,2)) = 6; cn(M,,) = 3 but 
ccn(M,,)=4; cn(A,)= 3 but ccn(A,)=4. All the covering numbers men- 
tioned in the article w re calculated using amicrocomputer. 
Our notation is standard and taken mainly from [ 13). 
I. EXISTENCE AND FIRST UPPER BOUND FOR ccn(G) 
We use the notation < and < to denote sharp inclusion a d inclusion 
between sets, respectively. 
Notation. Let x be the character ofa finite group G. Define ccn(;y) to be 
the least positive number c such that Irr(X’) = Irr(G) and icn(x) to be the 
least positive integer i such that 1, E Irr(Xi). If no such c (respectively: i) 
exists wesay that ccn(X) (respectively: icn(x)) isinfinite. 
We start with the following proposition: 
PROPOSITION 1.1. Let x be a nonlinear faithful irreducible character of a
finite group G and suppose that x(g) takes on exactly m different values for 
g E G. Then every irreducible character $ ofG is a constituent of one of the 
characters xj, j= 1, 2 ,..., m - 1. 
Proof (following theproof of (4.3), p.49 of [13]). Let c~i, al,..., a, be 
the distinct values taken by x. As one of the q is zero [ 13, p. 403 we may 
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assume that a,=~(l) and M,=O. Set G,= (g~G/~(g)=cc,lf and fl,= 
CnE G, e(g). Note that G, = Ker x = 1. If J/ is not a constituent of xi for any 
j= 1, 2 ,..., m-l, then jGl[& $]=C:‘li’ (a,)‘fi,=Ofor allj= 1, 2 ,,.., WI-1. 
The determinant ofthis homogeneous ystem of m - 1 equations with the 
m- 1 “unknowns” PI, &,..., /I,- 1is 
a: 2 a2 ‘.+ ai-, =a1a2 *.-a, -,. n (a;-aj)#O. 
I Ci<j<m- I 
IT-1 
at 
m-1 .., 
a2 
am-l 
m-l 
(Recall that alaz*+. a,_ 1 #O.) Hence, fil =0 contradicting thefact hat 
j?, = 1. Thus the proposition is ow proved. 
COROLLARY 1.2. Let G be a finite group with exactly k conjugacy 
classes. If xE Irr(G), x(1) # 1, x is faithful and x takes on exactly m distinct 
values; then icn(x) 6 m - 1 6 k - 1. 
Theorems 1 and 1.5 will be proved via a series oflemmas. 
LEMMA 1.3. Let 9, 1JI be two complex characters of afinite group G; then: 
(a) If Irr(O) = Irr(G), then Irr(t?+) = Irr(G). 
(b) ZJIG~Irr(@), then Irr(~)~Irr(~~). 
(c) If @ and $ are ~~ithf~~ and { lG) <Irr(@)<Irr(G), { 1,) < 
Irr($) < Irr(G) then Irr(@$) > Irr(B) and Irr(@$) > Irr($). 
(d) Assume that 0 is irreducjble and nonlinear nd that i= icn(@) is 
finite. Then ( 1 G > < Irr( #). 
Proof Set Irr(G)= (x,, x2 ,..., xk), where x, = 1,. 
(a) Write 0 = ET=, atXI; then ai > 0 for all i. Fix an indexj and let xi 
be a constituent of 6~~. Then [Xi, $x,] = [$x,, xi] #O. Since 0$ = 
CF= I a,$x, we get that c&Q, xi] 2 a,[$xi, xi] > 0. Since this is true for anyj, 
part (a) is proved. 
(b) As 8= al, + p, where a B 1 and p is a character, we have that 
$8 = ali/ + pll, as claimed. 
(c) In view of part (b) it suffices to show that Irr(e$) = Irr(0) is 
impossibIe. Assume that Irr(Btfr) = Irr(B) = {q,, yf2,..., II,> < Irr(G). Let 
8 = xi= 1 air;, ai > 0; then S+ = Xi= 1 aiq& and consequently Irr(qi$) c 
CYl, V?,..., I? > for all i= 1, 2 ,..., r  Hence Irr(q,rr/‘)s (ql, vz ,..., qr} for all 
i= 1, 2,..., r and so Irr(0@)= Irr(6) for any positive integer 1.Let 
x E Irr(G)\Irr(Q); then by [ 13, p. 49 J and part (b) we get that for some I we 
have: xE Irr($‘) < Irr(0+‘) = Irr(@, a contradiction. 
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(d) If Irr(B’) = {lG}, then 8’ = al, for some positive integer a.Then 
IfIl( = 18(l)\ =fi for all g6 G and consequently: 1 = [O, O] = 
WI Cge w(dl2= w(wwm,,. 1 = (/3( 1 ))‘, hence 0is linear, a con- 
tradiction. 
COROLLARY 1.4. Let G be a finite nonabelian sjmple group and set 
Irr(G)= {xi, xz ,..., xk}, where x,= 1,. Let XE:Irr(G), x# 1,. Then: 
(a) Zf 0 is a character ofG such that (lG} < Irr(B); then Irr(BkP ‘) =
Irr(G); 
(b) Set icn(x) = i; then Irr(X’(k-l)) = Irr(G); 
(c) ccn(X) is finite and ccn(X) d (k - 1)‘; 
(d) ccn(Xj) < k - 1; 
(e) Zf x is real then ccn(X) < 2(k - 1); 
(f) IrrC(xIx2...x.k)21 =Irr(G);
(g) ccn(G) is finite and ccn(G) < (k - 1)2. Zf G is real then ccn(G) $
2(k- 1). 
ProoJ (a) Clearly 8 and all its powers are faithful andnonlinear. If 
Irr(Bk--‘) < Irr(G), then Irr(6’) < Irr(G) for all [6 k - 1, by Lemma 1.3(a). 
But Lemma 1.3(b), (c) imply that: {lG) < Irr(B) < Irr(@) < Irr(@) < ... <
Irr(Bk - ’). Thus IIrr(Bk- ‘)I > k, a contradiction. 
(b) Set 8 = xi and apply part (a). (See Lemma 1.3(d).) 
(c) Follows from (b) and the fact that icn(X)bk- 1. (See 
Corollary 1.2.) 
(d) Set 8 = XX and apply part (a). Note that (lG) < Irr(xf) because 
otherwise 1x( g)( = 1x( 1)I for all gE G, forcing 1 to be linear. 
(e) As 1 = [x,x] = [Ix’, 16] we get that icn(x) = 2. Then the result 
follows from part (b). 
(f) By pairing each x~Irr(G) with its complex conjugate, we can 
write: e = (x1x2 -.~Xk)2=e203-0k, where fore ach i= 2, 3,..., k we have 
{ lG} <Irr(B,). IfIrr(B) < Irr(G) then by Lemma 1.3(c), (a) we get that: 
{lG} <Irr(B,)<Irr(O,O,)< ...Irr(B,B, . .s 0,) = Irr(B). Hence IIrr(B)( > 
k, a contradiction. 
(g) Follows from parts (c) and (e). 
Note that part (f) of Corollary 1.4 is Theorem 1.5, which was stated in 
the Introduction. 
Proof of Theorem 1. By Corollary 1.4(g) a finite nonabelian simple 
group has a finite character-covering-number. Conv sely, etG be a non- 
trivial finite group which is not a nonabelian simple group. Assume that 
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c = ccn(G) is finite. If G is abelian then xc is irreducible for ach x E Irr(G) 
and so Irr(X’) = {x“} < Irr(G), a contradiction. If G is not abelian, then 
G has a proper normal subgroup N, N# 1. Let x E Irr(G) be such 
that Nc Ker(X). Set Irr(G) = {x,, x2 ,..., xk}, then a, = [x”, xi] >O 
for all i = 1, 2 ,..., k  Write xc = Cfi=, c(,x;, then N c Ker(X) c
Ker(X”) = (Jr= 1Ker(Xi) = 1 (see Lemma 2.21, p. 23 in [13] ), a contradic- 
tion. This completes the proof of Theorem 1. 
II. PRIMITIVE NONNEGATIVE MATRICES AND UPPER BOUNDS FOR ccn(G) 
Let A = (au) be an n x n matrix over the real numbers. Then A is called 
nonnegative (denoted by A B 0) if aV 2 0 for i, j= 1, 2,..., n and A is called 
positive (denoted by A > 0) if ati > 0 for i, j= 1, 2,..., n  A nonnegative 
matrix M is called primitive ifM’ > 0 for some positive integer c.The least 
such c is called the primitivity ndex of M and is denoted by y(M). In this 
section we assign to each character, 0, of a finite group G a nonnegative 
matrix, M(f3). If G is simple and x E Irr( G), x # 1 G, then the matrix M(X) 
will be shown to be primitive with y(M(~))=ccn(~). Then we use results 
on the index of primitivity of matrices toobtain bounds for ccn(X). 
DEFINITION. Let G be afinite group and set Irr(G) = (x,, x2,..., xk}. For 
any complex character t3of G we define the k x k matrix M(8) as follows: 
M(8) = (m,), where mu= [0x,, x,]. Clearly M(e)>0 and the mV are 
integers. 
We remark that M(B) is dependent on the arrangement of the elements 
of Irr(G). If0 is a permutation on { 1,2,..., kj then according to the 
arrangement Irr(G)= {xa(ij, x~(~),..., xc(k)) we will obtain a matrix 
MV) = (m,(j,, o(jJ ). Then M”(8) = P-‘M(8) P for some permutation 
matrix P, and clearly P-’ = PT is the transpose of P. Conversely, any 
matrix of the form P- ‘M(0) P, where P is a permutation matrix on k 
letters, is a matrix obtained for B as above corresponding to some 
arrangement ofthe elements of Irr(G). Usually we will fix one arrangement 
of the elements of Irr(G). 
LEMMA 2.1. Let G be afinite group and let Irr(G) = {xl, x2,..., xk}. Then 
for every two complex characters 8,q of G and any positive integer n we 
have: 
(a) M(h) = M(o) M(v); 
(b) We’? = (M(@))“; 
(c) M(e+v)=M(4+M(v); 
(d) M(ne) = nM(0). 
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Proof. Set M(8)= (a,), M(q) = (b,); then 8xi=C:=r auxr and rlxr= 
CT= 1 b,Xj. It follows that @xi= C:= 1 aijqX/= CF= r c,“= ra,b,Xj = 
IX,“= 1 CC= 1 adO) Xj- Hence COW, Xjl =Ck= , i a,b, and consequently the 
(i,j)th entry of M(@) is equal to that of M(B) M(q). This proves (a). 
Part (b) follows from (a) by induction. Part (c) follows from the fact hat 
[(e + V) Xi, xi] = [6x,, xj] + [VXi, xj] and part (d) follows from (c) by 
induction. 
LEMMA 2.2. Let G be afinite group and set Irr(G) = (xl, x2,..., xk}. rff3 
is acomplex character of G then: 
(a) ccn(8) isfinite ifand only if M(B) is primitive. 
(b) ifccn(8) isfinite hen ccn(B) = y(M(B)). 
Proof For any positive integer m the following five statements are 
equivalent: (1) Irr(e*) = Irr(G); (2) for all i = 1, 2,...k Irr(fQ) = Irr(G) 
(this follows from Lemma 1.3(a)); (3) [BmXi, xj] > 0 for all i,j= 1,2,..., k; 
(4) M(B”)>O; (5) (A4(0))m>0 (by Lemma 2.1). We conclude that 
Irr(em) = Irr(G) if and only if (A4(0))m > 0. Now the Lemma follows. 
Theorem 2 is an immediate consequence of Corollary 1.4(e) and the 
following theorem. 
THEOREM 2.3. Let G be a finite nonabelian simple group with exactly k 
conjugacy classes. Zf xE Irr(G), x # 1 o, then 
(a) ccn(X)<k*-3k+4; 
(b) zfk is even then ccn(X)dk*-4k+6. 
Proof. By Lemma 2.2 and Theorem 1, ccn(X) = y(M(x)), where M(X) 
was computed according tothe arrangement Irr(G) = (xl, x2,..., Xk}. By 
Corollary 1.4(c) we know that y(M(x)) < (k- l)*. 
We claim that y(M(x)) < (k- l)*. In fact, if y(M(x))= (k- 1)2 then by 
Corollary 4 of [7] there exists a permutation matrix P such that 
P- ‘M(X) P has the same zero entries a
i! 0 1 0 1 0 1 ... ‘ ** 0 190 1
It follows that for some arrangement (maybe different from the original) of 
WG), say Irr(G)= {v,, q2,..., vk } we have the following equalities: xvi= 
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@i+ Ivi+ 1for i= 1, 2,..., k-2; xqkpj =cq, +an,; Xn,=y?y, +6q2, where CC,, 
LX, 8, y, 6 are some nonnegative integers. A  mentioned before IIrr(xj)l 3 2 
and hence X = qk ~. ior qk consequently 1, = rli, q2or qk. As Irr(Xv],) = 
(nl,~Z} we have that qk#lG.. If l,=~,, then [xy]&i, I,]#0 and 
CxvkG, l,lZO and so [ilk, j]= [qkP i, jj] = 1, , which implies that 
qk- I =qkr a contradiction. If 1, = q2, then again [xv,, 1G] # 0 and 
hk, lG1 +O? forcing ?I =vk, a contradiction. Therefore y(M(8)) <
(k- l)* and the theorem follows from the main result of [7] (see [7, 
p. 6421). 
We note that products of irreducible characters of a simple group can be 
irreducible, see, for example, the characters of degrees 8 and 21 in A,. 
However, the equality Irr(X”) = {x} is impossible for x E Irr(G), I(1) # 1, 
and m > 1. Moreover, if G is simple and XE Irr(G)- {lG}, then 
(Irr(X”)( > 1 for integers m > 1. We show this next. 
PROPOSITION 2.4. Let G be a finite group and x E Irr(G). Iffor some 
integer m B 2 xrn EIrr( G) then x( 1) = 1. 
ProoJ: If x”’ EIrr(G) then x2 E Irr(G). Then 1 = [x2, x2] = [xx, XX] and 
XX E Irr(G). As 1 G E Irr(Xjj) we get that ~2 = 1 G and so x( 1) = 1. 
PROPOSITION 2.5. Let G be a finite nonabelian simple group and 
1 G # x E Irr(G). Then jIrr(x”)l 3 2 for every integer m > 2. 
Proof Let p be a prime number. We first how that [Irr(x”)l 3 2.Let W 
be the tensor product C[G]-module affording xp and IV, the @EG]-sub- 
module of W, which is described in(4.7), p.60 of [13]. By Maschke’s 
theorem W= W, @ W, for some @[G]-submodule, W, of W. If x, is the 
character afforded by W,, then xp = x1 +x2, where x2 is a character ofG. 
Assume that IIrr(XP)I = 1. Then for some + l 1rr(G) - { lG} and some 
positive integer c(we have that xp = c+. Then x, = /I$ for some positive 
integer p.Now (4.7), p.60 of [ 131 implies that xCp) = xp -pxI, where xCP) is 
the class function defined by xCP’( g)= x(g”) for all g E G. Hence xCp) = 
(c1- /lp)$. In particular x( 1) =x( 1”) = (a - /?p) I& 1). If p divides IGJ, let g
be an element of order p. Then: x( 1) = x( gp) = (CI - fip) II/(g). It follows that 
It/(g) = I& 1) and g E Ker II/, a contradiction. 
Hence, (p, n) = 1, where n = (GI. Let E be a primitive nth root of unity 
and let (r EGal(Q(e)/Q) bedefined by eb = sP. Then xCp) = x0 E Irr(G). We
conclude that a- /?p = 1 and x”‘) = tj = x0. From xp = c$ = c@) we get (by 
substituting theidentity element) that CI = (~(1))~~‘. Therefore, for all 
1 +gEG we have Ix(s)lp=(x(l))p~-lIxu(g)l > Ixk)lp~‘lx”k)l. Whence, 
for each 1 #gE G either x(g) =x”(g) = 0 or Ix(g)1 > /x”(g)/. Since xand x0 
cannot vanish on G- (1) we get that (Gl=CgEG Ix(g)/‘> 
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C,,&“Wl* = IGI, a contradiction. This contradiction shows that 
IIrr(x”)l 3 2 for every primep. 
To complete the proof of the proposition let m > 2 be an integer and 
write m = Zp, where pis a prime. Let 8 # 1, be an irreducible constituent of 
XI, then x’ = 8 + p, where p is a character ofG. Hence xrn = (0 + p)” = 
ep+h, where pI is a character ofG. By the first part of the proof 
IIrr(BP)( > 2 and hence IIrr(x”)l > 2, as claimed. 
Remark concerning e (G). If C,, Cz ,..., Ck are all the conjugacy lasses 
of the finite simple group G, we can assign a matrix M(C;) to each class as 
in the case of characters. Here again it can be shown that M(C,) is 
primitive for i > 1 and that cn(C,) = y(M(Ci)). Inthis way we can obtain 
bounds on en(G) using a different me hod than [ 11. The bound in [l] is 
better than the one that can be obtained using primitive matrices but both 
bounds are quadratic polynomials ink. 
III. GROUPS WITH SMALL CHARACTER-COVERING-NUMBER 
In this section we prove Theorem 3. The following obvious lemma, 
together with information on the finite simple groups, will be used to show 
that ccn(G) > 2 for all finite simple groups G, G & J,. 
LEMMA 3.1. Let G be a finite simple group. Let c = ccn(G) and let be 
the number of involutions n G. Then for every q E Irr(G) - { 1.) we have that 
(a) (rl(l))“‘>,C,.,,,(,,~(l)>t,for every c12-ci 
(b) 1 G E Irr(q*) ifand only if q is real; 
(c) if c= 2 then G is real. 
Proof The proof ollows from the definition of c, from Corollary 4.6 of 
[13] and from the fact that the statement [q*, lG] = [q,q] #O is 
equivalent to q = a. 
In most cases we show that ccn(G) > 2 by providing x,ye EIrr(G) - { lG} 
for which x( 1) > (q( 1))‘. Infact all groups but J, are very far from having 
ccn(G) = 2. The fact hat J, not only survives our easy elimination process, 
but in fact has a character-covering-number equal to 2 seems very 
interesting to us. 
LEMMA 3.2. Let G be either a sporadic simple group or an alternating 
simple group. Then ccn(G) =2 zf” and only if G= J, , 
Proof. Suppose first that G is a sporadic group. We use [3]. If G Z! J,, 
M,,, M,,, J,, Rud, O,, then there are II, x~Irr(G) for which ~(l)>(q(l))~ 
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and so ccn(G) > 2. If G r M,, , M,,, J,, Rud, O,,, then G is not real and 
again ccn(G) >2. This leaves J, as the only candidate. By computing the 
numbers [q2, x] for all x, q E Irr(J,), q # l,, we see that hey are all non- 
zero (we do not include the details of the computations), whence 
ccn( J, ) = 2. 
Assume now that Gr A,. By direct computation it can be shown that 
ccn(A,) = 3, so we may assume that n > 6. Let z = (12)(34), then by 
[19, p. 2971 we have that S(n-4)! = (C,n(z)j. Then lC,(z)l =4(n-4)!. Let 
t be the number of involutions in G, then t >n!/(2.4(n -4)!) =
Qn(n - l)(n -2)(n- 3). Now, G has an irreducible character x with 
x(l)=n- 1. Since (n- l)*<$n(n- l)(n-2)(n-3) we get by Lemma 3.1 
that ccn(G) > 2. 
LEMMA 3.3. Let G be a simple xceptional group of Lie type (either 
twisted or untwisted). Then ccn(G) > 2. 
Proof: Suppose first that G= F,(q), E,(q), ‘E,(q), E,(q), E,(q) or 
3D,(q). Then G has a pair of irreducible characters 0,q such that 
Q( 1) > (I?( 1))’ as follows: 
If GrF,(q) then 13(l) = q24 and 
u(l)=fq(q3+ 1)2(q4+ 1). 
If G z ‘E,(q) then Q( 1) = q36 and 
1?(l) = q2(q4 + 1 w + 1 Kq5 + 1 l/(4 + 1). 
If Gz&(q) then 8(1)=q36 and 
v(l) = &I4 + 1 h9 - 1 Mq3 - 1). 
If G=&(q) then 0(l)= q63 and 
v(l) = 4w + 1 N9’4 - 1 Mk2 + 1 )(q2 - 1 )I. 
If GrE,(q) then 8(1)=q”O and 
‘I( 1) = 4w” + 1 )(qZ4 - 1 )/(q6- ‘). 
If GE 3D4(q) then 0( 1) = q12 and 
r(l)=q(q4-q2+ 1). 
Here 8 is the Steinberg character and q( 1) is quoted from [4] (Table 4
and (7.22)). Hence ccn(G) > 2 by Lemma 3.1. If G z 2B2(q) or ‘G,(q), then 
G is not real ([20, p. 1431 and [22, p. 871) and so again ccn(G) > 2 by 
Lemma 3.1. 
Next suppose that GE 2F4(q); q=22m+1 and let t be the number 
of involutions in G. Let T be a noncentral involution f G, then 
[C,(t)/ =q1’(q2- 1) (see [14] and [18, p. 71; note that in [18] the q 
is the square of our q here). It follows that t > IG: C,(z)1 = 
q2(q - 1 )(q3 + 1 )(q2 + 1 )(q6 + 1). Now, G has an irreducible character x with 
x(1)=q(q3+ l)(q6+ l)/((q+ l)(q2+ 1)) (see [4, 7.221). Ifccn(G)=2 then 
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by Lemma 3.1 we have that (x( 1))2 > t > q2(q - 1)(q3 + l)(q’ + 1)(q6 + 1). 
A simple commutation shows that his inequality is false, soccn(G) > 2. 
Finally let G r G,(q). If q is odd then G is not real (for q# 3” see [S, 
p. 4121; here x19 is not real. For q= 3” see [9, p. 2421; here 0,,(l) is not 
real). So we may assume that q= 2”. By [25, p. 5 111, G has a semisimple 
element U, such that (C,(u)\ = q3(q2 - 1)(q3 - e), where E,= 1 or - 1. Hence, 
the odd part of IG: C,(U)\ is q3 + E. It follows that G has an irreducible 
character 1 with x( 1) = q3 + E (see [24, p. 21). Also, G has irreducible 
characters ql,q2, 0 with ~1(1)=~2(1)=q(q4+q2+q)/3 and 8(1)=q36 (see 
[4,7.22]). Since x2(1)< 1 +e(l)+~,(l)+~,(l) we get that ccn(G)>2. 
In the following, [X]means the integral part of the real number X. 
LEMMA 3.4. Let G be a classical finite simple group, then: 
(1) If Gz PSL(n, q), then ccn(G)> [(n- 1)/2]. 
(2) Zf G r PSO(2n + 1, q)’ or Psp(2n, q), then ccn(G) > [(n + 1)/2]. 
(3) If G r PSO’(2n, q)‘, then ccn(G) > [n/2]. 
(4) Zf G z PSU(n, q), then ccn(G) > [n/4]. 
Proof: Let p and 0 be as in Table 3 of [4]. We note that both p and (T 
are irreducible characters of G if the Lie rank is at least 3(See Section 5 of 
[4]). Let x be the Steinberg character ofG. 
(1) Let G r PSL(n, q) and let 8 be the irreducible character 
corresponding to the usual doubly transitive action of G. Then 13( 1) = 
q(q”-l--l)/(q-1) andx(1)=q”‘“-1)‘2. Now:
Thus ccn(G) > [(n - 1)/2]. 
(2) Let GgPPS0(2n+l,q)‘or PSp(2n,q).Then~(1)=q”Zanda(l)= 
dq” + 1 )(q”- 2 - 1 W(q - 1 )I. As ccn(G) 2 2 we may assume that n> 3. We 
have: 
(o(l)) CM+ 1)/21 < (a(q)(“+ I)/2 
< [q(q”+ l)(q”-2- 1)/(2’~q)]‘““)” 
< [q2”--2- (q~-q~-2)4](~+u/2 
<4 (2n--2)(n+1)/2<qnZ=X(1). 
Thus ccn(G) > [(n + 1)/2]. 
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(3) Let G?PPS0’(2n,q)‘, then n>3, x(l)=q”‘” -” and G has an 
irreducible character, 0 (which is either p or CJ) with O(1) =
d4” f 1)(4” 2 _+ 1 )/(q* - 1). Note that 
and q*- 1 diq? 
Hence 
(e(l))tR’*‘<(e(l))n’*< C$$q”-4.qn-* 
( 
5 
: ) 
;q2 
42 
< (~~2” - 3)G < q(2n ~ 2) n/7. = x( 1). 
Therefore ccn(G) > [n/2]. 
(4) Let G g PSU(n, q); then x( 1) = qncn- I)/’ and as ccn(G) 2 2 we may 
assume that nb 7. Again G has an irreducible character 8 (either p or O) 
with 8(1)=q2(q”f l)(q”-3+ l)/((q+ l)(q2- 1)). As in case (3) we have 
(e(l)p41 
i 
17 5 
q(e(ip% q*.G.qn.44 q(T&))y 
Thus ccn(G) > [n/4]. (We remark that if G # G’, then G has irreducible 
characters of degree less or equal to p( 1) and a( 1) and the above com- 
putations still hold.) 
Proof of Theorem 3. Let G be a finite group with ccn(G) = 2. Assume 
that G & J,. By Theorem 1 G is a nonabelian simple group and by Lem- 
mas 3.2, 3.3 and 3.4 we get that G is one of the following classical groups: 
PSL(n, q), n = 2, 3,4; PSp(4, q) 2 PSO(5, q)‘; PSU(n, q), n = 3, 4, 5, 6, 7 
(recall that in PSO’(2n, q))‘, n> 4). We eliminate hese groups case by 
case. 
(1) If G N PSL(2, q) and qz 3(4) then G is not real (see [16]), acon- 
tradiction. If q = 2” then the number of involution fG is t = q* - 1. Now, 
G has an irreducible character q such that q( 1) = q - 1. As (r]( 1 ))* < t we 
conclude (by Lemma 3.1) that ccn(G) > 2. If q = l(4) then G has 
t = q(q + 1) involutions a dan irreducible character q with q( 1) = q - 1. As 
r> (~(1))’ wehave that ccn(G)>2. 
(2) If G ‘v PSL(3, q) or PSL(4, q) then G is nonreal. For n = 3 this 
follows from [21]. For n = 4 let X = SL(4, q) and 2 = Z(X). Then G = X/Z. 
Let a be an element of order q- 1 of the multiplicative group of Cl;(q). Let 
z be the diagonal matrix r= diag(a, ae2, 1). Then z E X. Suppose that 
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5 = TZ is real. Then ? = (Z)- ’for some g = gZ, g E X. Thus tg = z - iz for 
some z E Z and consequently r has the same eigenvalues as rVIZ. Since zis 
a scalar matrix, we get for some leGF(q) that {a, a, a-*, I} = 
{kz-‘,la~‘,la2,1}. If q=4, then a3=1, a*#1 and a-*=.. As a#1 we 
get that II # a and hence A= 1 and a = a- ‘, a contradiction. If q > 5 then r 
has exactly one eigenvalue ofmultiplicity equal to two, and hence so does 
-lz. Hence, k--‘=u or 1=u2# 1, hence Iz=u*=u-*, a contradiction. 
ihus G is nonreal, unless G ‘v PSL(4, 3), PSL(4,5) or PSL(4,2) N A,. 
Clearly A, is not real. The group PSL(4, 3) E PSSZ + (6, 3) is nonreal (see 
[ll]), so we may assume that G N PSL(4, 5). Let T be a Sylow 31-sub- 
group of G. Then 1 TI = 31 and as (31, 156) = 1, T is contained inthe one- 
point-stabilizer, Y, of the usual 2-transitive representation of G. As the 
stabilizer of two points is relatively prime to 31, T fixes exactly one of the 
156 points and consequently NJ T) s Y. Now, Y has a normal subgroup Q
of order 53 such that Y/QE PSL(3, 5). Thus by [12, p. 1881 we get that 
IiVy Q/Q1 divides IN,,(TQ/Q)( =3*31. It follows that IN,(T)\ =
INy(T)I is odd. Hence no element of NG(T) and therefore of G inverts any 
generator fT. Again G is nonreal so that ccn(G) > 2. 
(2) If G z PSp(4, q) and q is odd then G has two irreducible characters 
~and@with~(l)=q~and&l)=t(q~+l)(see [17]).A~(8(1))~<~(1)we 
get that ccn(G) > 2. So let G E PSp(4, q), qeven. If q = 2 then G is not sim- 
ple. If q = 4 then G has 3 irreducible characters 6, x1, x2 with 0( 1) = 18, 
x1(1)=x2(1)=340 (see [16]). As (O(l))‘<xl(l)+xz(l) we conclude (by 
Lemma 3.1) that ccn(G) > 2. Finally, ifq > 8 then by [S], G has an 
irreducible character 6 and q(q - 2)/2 irreducible characters xi with 19( 1) = 
q(q* + 1)/2 and Xi( 1) = q4 - 1 for 1 d i < q(q - 2)/2. It is easy to see that 
(e(l))* < (q4 - 1). q(q - 2)/2 for qB 8 and hence ccn(G) > 2 in this case as 
well. 
(3) Let G g PSU(n, q), n= 3,4, 5,6,7. Let X= SU(n, q) and Z= Z(X). 
Then G = X/Z and X is the subgroup of SL(n, q2) containing all matrices x 
such that x. (X)‘= 1; here X is the matrix obtained from x by raising each 
entry to the qth power and uT is the transpose ofU. Let a be an element of 
order q+ 1 of GF(q*). Then uy+’ = 1 and a’# 1 for i= 1,2,..., q. By [21], 
PSU(3, q) is nonreal so that ccn(PSU(3, q)) > 2 and we may assume that 
n = 4, 5, 6, 7. 
Let r be the diagonal matrix z= diag(u, a a-*, l,..., l) where the num- 
ber of ones is either 1, 2, 3 or 4. Then T E X- Z. We claim that ZZ is non- 
real except when (n, q) = (4, 3), (5,4) or (6,2). Infact if (zZ)~=  z-‘Z for 
some g E X, then as in the case of PSL(4, q) we get that for some I E GF(q*) 
the following equality holds: {a, a, a-*, l,..., l} = (Aa-‘, la-‘, k2, 13 ,..., A}.
If 2 = 1, then kz ~ ’ = a and d = u2 = 1 forcing q + 1 d 2, a contradiction. 
Thus J. # 1. If n = 7, then there is exactly one element of multiplicity equal 
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to four in each side of the equality and so 1, = 1, a contradiction. If  = 6, 
then 2 # 1 has multiplicity equal to three and therefore i = a = a ‘. It 
follows that a3 = 1 and q + 1 13. This implies that q = 2 and (n, q) = (6,2). If 
n=5, then %=a or aM2. If 2 = a-* the above equality becomes 
{ a, a, ap2, 1, l> = (a-3, a-3, 1, a-*, a-‘}. As A# 1, aP3 = 1 and this 
implies that either a = 1 or aP2 = 1, a contradiction. He ce I = a and so 
~-~=a~. Thus a5= 1 and q+ 115. So q=4 and (n, q)= (5,4). Finally, if
n = 4 then la- ’ = a and A= a* # 1. The above equality becomes 
{ a, a, ap2, 1}={a,a,a4,a2}.Hencea4=1andq+1~4.Wegetthatq=3 
and (n, q) = (4, 3). Our claim is proved and consequently 
ccn(PSU(n, q)) > 2 for (n, q) # (4, 3), (5,4), (6,2). The group PSU(4, 3) has 
a nonreal element of order 9 while PSU(6,2) is nonreal by [ 111. The 
Steinberg character, x, of G = PSU(5,4) has degree x( 1) = 41°. By [23], 
U(5,4) has an irreducible character B (denoted in [23] by A ,Ji)) of degree 
4(4 - 1)(42 + 1). This 13 reduces to X nontrivially and Z = ker 0,. Thus 6 is 
a character ofG and 0 # 1,. Let v be a nontrivial rreducible constituent of 
13, then clearly (q( 1))’ < x( 1). We conclude that ccn(G) >2 for all values of 
h 4). 
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